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PART THREE  SENTENCE

Types of Sentences (1)

Lecturer: Tang Kai
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Declarative  Sentence
v The Affirmative Sentence
     e.g. 1 She became a doctor after college.   
     e.g. 2  We are very busy preparing for the 

exams. 
v The Negative Sentence
     e.g. 1 I don't think you are right. 
     e.g. 2 I hardly see anything in the room.



Interrogative Sentence
v Have you been living here? 
v Would you like a gin, or a whisky, or a' beer?
v What class are you in? 
v I wish to have a word with you, may I?  



Imperative Sentence
v Go and wash your hands.
v Be quiet, please. 
v Be kind to our sister. 
v Watch your steps. 
v Look out！Danger！ 
v Keep off the grass. 
v No parking. 



Exclamatory Sentence
v What a fine day it is! 
v How hard the workers are working! 
v How time flies! 



Simple Sentence 
§ 1. S+V

§ e.g. People’s standards of living are going 
steadily. 



Simple Sentence
v  S+V+C (appear, become, look, seem, 

get, feel, grow, turn remain, hold, , 
smell, sound, taste)

ve.g. The weather is getting quite warm.
ve.g. The plan sounds perfect.
ve.g. He remained poor all his life. 



Simple Sentence
v S+V+O 

ve.g.We exchanged our opinions about the 
event at the meeting. 
ve.g. Advertisements provide the most 

direct, comprehensive and detailed 
information. 



Simple Sentence
vS+V+O+inO

ve.g. The president awarded her the first 
prize. 



Simple Sentence
v S+V+O+C

ve.g. They appointed Mr. Smith the 
manager of the department.
ve.g. People often find legal systems 

extremely complicated.



Simple Sentence
v There be (be, exist, happen, appear, 

live, rise, occur, stand)

ve.g. There must have been some 
misunderstanding between them. 
ve.g. There exist different opinions on this 

question.
ve.g. There seems to be no more trouble.



Simple Sentence
v It is + an emphasized part + that ...

ve.g. It was Mary who/that met an old 
beggar in the street yesterday.
vIt was an old beggar whom/that Mary met 

in the street yesterday.
vIt was yesterday that Mary met an old 

beggar in the street.
vIt was in the street that Mary met an old 

beggar yesterday.



Compound Sentence
v a simple sentence+a comma+a 

conjunction(and, but, or, nor, then, yet, 
etc)+a simple sentence

ve.g. The factory was set up only a few 
years ago, yet its products have found 
their way into the international market.
ve.g. Modest helps one to go forward, 

whereas conceit makes one lag behind.



Compound Sentence
v  a simple sentence +a semicolon+a 

simple sentence 

vHe is a professor of art; in addition, he is a 
radio commentator. 



Compound Sentence
v either…or; not only…but also

vEither you must improve your work or I 
shall dismiss you. 



Complex Sentence
v If it rains, I won’t go. (key words: one 

main clause, and one or more dependent 
clauses)
v(I believe) (you can do it/ if you will)
      (Main  )  (dependent) 



Complex Sentence
v  Subject Clause 

(that,whether,who,what,whatever etc.)

ve.g. Whether we will attend the meeting 
tomorrow remains unknown 

ve.g. It is unkonwn whether we will attend the 
meeting tomorrow.

ve.g. It is true that he has made a very important 
discovery in chemistry. 

ve.g. It is suggested that the work should be done 
with great care. 



Complex Sentence
v  Object Clause: 

ve.g. I heard that be joined the army.
ve.g. She did not know what had happened.
ve.g. I wonder whether you can give me a 

hand. 



Complex Sentence
v Predicative Clause

ve.g. The question is whether we can make 
good preparation in such a short time.
ve.g. Raw material is what we are badly in 

need of. 



Complex Sentence
v Appositive Clause

ve.g. The king’s decision that the prisoner 
would be set free surprised all the people. 



Complex Sentence
v Attributive Clauses (who, whom, 

whose, that, which, when, where, why)

ve.g. A prosperity which / that had never 
been seen before appears in the 
countryside. 
ve.g. They rushed over to help the man 

whose car had broken down..



Complex Sentence
The differences between attributive 

clause and appositive clause

ve.g. The news that he told me is that Tom 
would go abroad next year.
ve.g. The news that Tom would go abroad 

is told by him.



Complex Sentence
vAdverbial clause of place: where, wherever  
   e.g. wherever I am, I will always thinking of you.

vAdverbial clause of manner: as, as…so…, as 
if, as though 

   e.g. When in Rome, do as the Roman do.

vAdverbial clause of cause: because, since, 
as, for 

    e.g. Since /As the weather is so bad, we have to 
delay our journey.



Complex Sentence
v  Adverbial clause of purpose: so that, in order that, 

for fear that, in case 
    e.g. He wrote the name down for fear that(lest) he should 

forget it.

v Adverbial clause of result: so… that, such…that 
    e.g. The boy is so young that he can't go to school. 
    e.g. He is such a young boy that he can't go to school

v Adverbial clause of condition: if, unless, as long as, 
on condition that

    e.g. If you are not too tied, let's go out for a walk..



Complex Sentence
v  Adverbial clause of concession: although, even 

though, no matter
    e.g. Although it's raining, they are still working in the field.

v Adverbial clause of time: when, while, as, after, 
before, as 

    e.g. I called him immediately/directly/instantly/as soon as 
I received his letter.

    e.g. By the time you get the letter,I’ll be in New York.

v Adverbial clause of comparison: as, than, the 
more...the more

    e.g. They meet less often than they used to this year.



 Compound-Complex
v Compound-Complex: combination of a 

compound and a complex sentence

ve.g. This is the task that confronts every 
communist, every young person （who 
regards himself a communist ）and （who 
clearly understands that by joining the 
Young Communist League he has 
shouldered the task of helping the Party 
build communism）.
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